A forecaster-interactive capability was added to an automated convective storm nowcasting system [AutoNowcaster (ANC)] to allow forecasters to enhance the performance of 1-h nowcasts of convective storm initiation and evolution produced every 6 min. This Forecaster-Over-The-Loop (FOTL-ANC) system was tested at the National Weather Service Fort Worth-Dallas, Texas, Weather Forecast Office during daily operations from 2005 to 2010. The forecaster's role was to enter the locations of surface convergence boundaries into the ANC prior to dissemination of nowcasts to the Center Weather Service Unit. Verification of the FOTL-ANC versus ANC (no human) nowcasts was conducted on the convective scale. Categorical verification scores were computed for 30 subdomains within the forecast domain. Special focus was placed on subdomains that included convergence boundaries for evaluation of forecaster involvement and impact on the FOTL-ANC nowcasts. The probability of detection of convective storms increased by 20%-60% with little to no change observed in the false-alarm ratios. Bias values increased from 0.8-1.0 to 1.0-3.0 with human involvement. The accuracy of storm nowcasts notably improved with forecaster involvement; critical success index (CSI) values increased from 0.15-0.25 (ANC) to 0.2-0.4 (FOTL-ANC). Over short time periods, CSI values as large as 0.6 were also observed. This study demonstrated definitively that forecaster involvement led to positive improvement in the nowcasts in most cases while causing no degradation in other cases; a few exceptions are noted. Results show that forecasters can play an important role in the production of rapidly updated, convective storm nowcasts for end users.
Motivation
There is a critical need for rapidly updating, accurate, high-resolution, short-term 0-6-h forecasts (nowcasts 1 ) of convective precipitation that can be used in alerting the public of high-impact weather. Yet two of the greatest challenges with short-term quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPFs) are accurately predicting the specific location and the timing of convective storm initiation, development, and evolution. A convective storm is defined here as a storm having radar reflectivities $ 35 dBZ. 2 The direct goal and benefit in accurate prediction of convective storm initiation is the extra lead time gained in forecasting and warning of high-impact weather (storms of $50 dBZ). A third challenge is disseminating convective storm nowcast products in a timely fashion for these products to be useful to an end user, such as those involved in strategic and tactical planning for en route and terminal air traffic around weather-impacted airspace. In this paper we describe the real-time involvement of National Weather Service (NWS) forecasters with an automated convective storm nowcast system (Auto-Nowcaster, ANC) developed by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) (Mueller et al. 2003; Roberts and Rutledge 2003; Saxen et al. 2008) to improve and disseminate 1-h nowcast products of storm initiation, growth, and decay. Two new approaches are taken for producing and summarizing the categorical skill scores of the ANC convective storm nowcasts with and without forecasters involved in the process.
Forecasters currently utilize real-time observations and numerical weather prediction (NWP) models to provide convective weather outlooks each day. However, current NWP 0-6-h model forecasts of precipitation lack the accuracy needed by end users in the prediction of site-specific locations of convective-scale precipitation, particularly for events without strong synoptic forcing during the warm season months (Olson et al. 1995; Wilson and Roberts 2006) . Median timing errors of 2.5 h have been observed with high-resolution mesoscale model forecasts (Fowle and Roebber 2003) and spatial offsets of as much as 250 km were observed 44% of the time with 3-h Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) operational forecasts (Wilson and Roberts 2006 )-quite problematic for providing accurate, high-resolution nowcasts of weather that might impact approach and departure gates at major airports. These systematic NWP forecast errors are due in part to the lack of dense operational observations necessary to provide a complete representation of the atmospheric environment when models are initialized (Benjamin et al. 2004; Stensrud et al. 2009 ) and to the use of convective parameterization schemes within NWP models. Increasingly, NWP models that are run in the research community at higher horizontal grid resolutions (,12 km) are showing improvement in representing mesoscale storm precipitation structure and intensities (Done et al. 2004 ), but as the resolution increases, objective verification scores are degraded due to spatial and timing errors in the forecasts (Mass et al. 2002) . It is anticipated that the assimilation of radar, satellite, profiler, and other operational datasets into NWP models (Xue et al. 2003; Sun 2005; Weygandt et al. 2009; Benjamin et al. 2009 ), explicit specification of convection (Done et al. 2004; Weisman et al. 2008) , and use of ensemble runs of NWP models to produce probabilistic forecasts will help improve the accuracy of QPF (Stensrud et al. 1999 , Roebber et al. 2004 ) and can be used to increase air traffic capacity in the future .
In the absence of spatially accurate QPFs from NWP models, production of accurate convective storm nowcasts lies within the realm and responsibilities of the operational forecaster (Roberts et al. 2005; Sills 2009 ) and with heuristically based nowcast systems (Keenan et al. 2003; Mueller et al. 2003; Pinto et al. 2010) . In the last decade, great attention has been given by forecast offices around the world (e.g., in Australia, Canada, eastern Asia, and Europe) to increasing nowcast capabilities and tools (Keenan et al. 2003; Bally 2004; Sills 2009; White et al. 2009; Wong et al. 2009; Haiden et al. 2011) . In particular, the role of the forecaster in the nowcasting of high-impact weather (Roberts et al. 2009; Sills 2009; Wilson et al. 2010 ) has become a topic of intense interest, especially as the forecast process becomes more automated (Mass 2003; Stuart et al. 2006; Stuart et al. 2007a,b) and automated products are desired for the future generation of the U.S. aviation airspace.
A unique opportunity arose in the United States to test and demonstrate the role forecasters can play in the production of rapidly updated, short-term nowcast products in an operational setting. The Aviation Weather Branch of the NWS supported the demonstration of a Forecaster-Over-The-Loop (FOTL) forecaster-computer system (FOTL-ANC) at the Fort Worth-Dallas (FWD) Weather Forecast Office (WFO) (see Fig. 1a ) for the past 6 yr, with the real-time system up and running in March 2005. Two primary objectives of the ForecasterOver-The-Loop demonstration are to 1) assess NWS forecaster involvement in providing value-added enhancements to gridded, automated, nowcast products produced by the NCAR ANC system and 2) assess the usefulness of these products as guidance for the forecaster/meteorologist in producing terminal aerodrome forecasts (TAFs), short-term forecasts (nowcasts), area forecast discussions (AFDs), and mesoscale area weather updates (AWUs). The overarching goal of the FOTL-ANC demonstration was to improve the consistency, reliability, and accuracy of 1-h convective storm nowcasts for inclusion in automated aviation weather digital products planned for the National Airspace System's Next Generation (NextGen) Air Transportation System (JPDO 2007) and specifically to improve convection initiation nowcasts.
There are challenges in evaluating these types of nowcasts. The ANC and FOTL-ANC systems produce both convective storm initiation and convective storm growth and decay nowcast products. However, there are difficulties in observing convection initiation objectively and identifying it as a separate stage of the whole storm evolution process. There is large variability in convective weather in space and time. Convective storms typically form over very small regions (5-10 km in scale) and it can be difficult to identify the impacts of forecast improvement across the whole nowcast domain. Evaluations of enhancements to convective nowcasting systems are hampered by large-scale storm characteristics as well as small-scale errors in time and location. A further challenge is how to separate out and evaluate the specific contributions by an operational forecaster toward the accuracy of the convective storm nowcasts and determine if the forecaster adds value to the products. A final challenge is how to conduct the verification using datasets that includes a mix of newly initiated and existing storms typical on active weather days. This paper addresses the additional approaches that were taken to address these challenges and assess the FOTL-ANC system performance.
A brief description of the Auto-Nowcaster system and the tools and fields available to the forecaster on the NWS Advanced Weather Interactive Processing System (AWIPS) display 2-dimensional (D2D) is presented in section 2. Section 3 documents the forecaster interaction with the ANC system during daily operations. Statistical approaches used to evaluate the FOTL-ANC convective storm nowcasts are documented in section 4 with results presented in section 5. A summary discussion follows in section 6. 
Convective storm nowcasting system
The NCAR Auto-Nowcaster was originally developed for the Federal Aviation Administration to provide completely automated, rapidly updated, very short-term, deterministic thunderstorm nowcast products for aviation traffic managers. It was first run during real-time operations as a stand-alone system at the NWS Washington D.C.-Baltimore WFO as part of the System for Convection Analysis and Nowcasting (SCAN) project (Smith et al. 1998 ) from 1997 to 2000. A unique attribute of the ANC system is its ability to combine radar, satellite, surface station, and rawinsonde data with NWP output fields to provide gridded, locationspecific, 1-h nowcasts of convective storm initiation, storm extrapolations, and storm growth and decay nowcasts every 6 min on the regional scale.
A fuzzy logic methodology (McNeil and Freiberger 1993) is used by the ANC to combine predictor fields to produce both a convective storm initiation nowcast field and a final convective storm (initiation 1 growth and decay) nowcast field. A different set of fuzzy logic membership functions and weights are applied to the initiation and the growth and decay components of the nowcast fields. The set of predictors represent attributes of the large-scale and boundary layer environments (stability and large-scale forcing), provide characterization of convergence boundaries (e.g., boundary speed, maximum vertical velocities, boundary-relative shear profiles, and atmospheric instability above the boundaries), designate cloud type and rate of cloud development, and characterize storm attributes (e.g., growth rate, areal coverage, maximum intensity). The list of the ANC predictor fields used to produce the convective storm initiation nowcast field is provided in Table 1 . Additional predictors for the storm growth and decay portions of the final convective storm nowcast are given in Table 2 of Mueller et al. (2003) . The purpose of the convection initiation field is to alert forecasters quickly to areas where new convection is likely to occur in 60 min. This field does not take into account the presence of existing convection; that information is provided in the final convective storm nowcast field. 1c) and a final gridded, 60-min convective storm nowcast field that includes the storm initiation, growth, and decay components of the nowcast (Fig. 1d) . The process for applying fuzzy logic in the ANC is described in great detail in section 2 of Mueller et al. (2003) . Several of the membership functions for the ANC are shown in their Fig. 7 and associated weights are listed in their Table 2 .
Forecaster involvement
A critical step in accurately predicting convective storms is the detection of low-level convergence boundaries (e.g., synoptic fronts, gust fronts, drylines, sea-breeze fronts) that are known to trigger new convection and enhance existing convection when all other ingredients for storm development are present and favorable. These convergence boundaries frequently can be seen in satellite, radar, and surface mesonet data (Purdom 1976; Purdom 1982, Wilson and Schreiber 1986) . Stationary, moving, and colliding boundaries in conditionally unstable environments focus new storm development in very specific locations (Boyd 1965; Purdom and Marcus 1982; Wilson and Mueller 1993) . The direction and speed of boundaries relative to the motion of the initiated deep convection is also a factor in the continued growth or decay of those storms (Weisman and Klemp 1982; Wilson and Megenhardt 1997) .
The ANC system initially included an automatic boundary detection algorithm to detect and extrapolate the positions of gust fronts, sea-breeze fronts, and other local-scale convergence features within 80-120 km of the radar. This algorithm, called the Convergence Line Detection (COLIDE) algorithm, performed with reasonably good results when run over a single radar domain. When the ANC was modified to run over a larger, regional domain and use mosaics of reflectivity data from 7-10 WSR-88Ds spaced 200-300 km apart, the boundary detection algorithm often failed to detect the full extent of mesoscale convergence boundaries at the longer ranges from the radars. The radar beam heights were often too high to observe the near-surface clear-air echoes (thin lines of 5-25-dBZ reflectivity) associated with convergence boundaries in those regions. Fronts, drylines, and mesoscale outflow boundaries in particular were not always well resolved as complete continuous features by the COLIDE algorithm, as can be seen in Fig. 2 , which provides a comparison of COLIDE and forecaster-entered boundaries. As a result, given the limitations of the automated algorithm over data-sparse regions, the spatial accuracies of ANC storm initiation nowcasts were diminished. Over the past 20 years, significant effort has been spent developing robust, While it might be possible that some improvement could be made to existing, automated boundary detection and tracking algorithms, it has proved to be a difficult problem to obtain the spatial precision needed for the scale of prediction of the ANC, without introducing false positives (identification of features that are false, i.e., not actual boundaries). In the foreseeable future, until more sophisticated approaches are available for handling data-void areas or higher density of observations become available, the forecaster plays an important role in alleviating these deficiencies in automated algorithm performance by using conceptual models for thunderstorm outflow propagation and frontal boundary movement, multiple diverse datasets, and assumptions of spatial and temporal continuity to locate the spatial extension and movement of convergence boundary locations. Real-time tests conducted following the SCAN project showed that the inclusion of human-entered boundaries into the ANC process added consistency, reliability, and accuracy to the 60-min time and location-specific convective storm nowcasts (Roberts et al. 2005; Nelson et al. 2006 ). Subsequently, forecaster-interactive capabilities have been built into the ANC system to utilize the strengths of both the computer and the human. The computer provides rapid processing of large operational datasets and model output to produce 60-min nowcasts every 6 min. The forecaster skills needed include training on the ANC system, the local knowledge that each WFO possesses about the nuances of their own weather, good subjective mesoanalysis skills for rapid identification of the prevailing weather regime of the day, and identification of convergence features, recognition of limitations in NWP output, and assessment of the quality of real-time observations. The ANC forecaster-computer mix was first tested during the Sydney, Australia, 2000 Olympics Forecast Demonstration Program (Keenan et al. 2003; Wilson et al. 2004) . The FOTL demonstration is the first test of this FOTL-ANC forecaster-computer system in an operational NWS setting.
a. Forecaster role and tools
The ANC software system has been transferred to the NWS Meteorological Development Laboratory (MDL) and installed on a prototype AWIPS system running at MDL and on the FWD WFO workstations. Specific ANC fields can be selected for display under the SCAN menu option. The ANC field most frequently viewed by the forecasters is the gridded, storm initiation likelihood field shown in Fig. 1c ; a colored-coded interest field indicating where new storm initiation is nowcast to occur within 60 min. The forecasters also have the option to view the ANC final 60-min nowcast product (Fig. 1d ) that includes both the initiation component of the nowcast plus the forecast location and intensity of existing storms. This latter component of the product field is not simple storm extrapolation, but also incorporates information about storm growth and decay during the 60-min forecast period (see Mueller et al. 2003 for more detailed discussion). The lowest likelihood for declaring storm initiation (i.e., occurrence of $ 35 dBZ) is set at an interest value of 0.7 (pink shade in Fig. 1c ; init1 with white shading in Fig. 1d ). Darker shades of pink (0.9 interest) and red (1.2 interest) in Fig. 1c represent higher levels of likelihood that initiation will occur, and are represented by gray-shaded regions (init2 and init3) in Fig. 1d .
The forecaster has four options for providing input into the ANC system via the AWIPS display: 1) entering the location of surface convergence boundaries, 2) selecting the dominant weather regime for the day, 3) increasing or decreasing (''nudging'') the storm initiation interest values over the whole domain, and 4) increasing or decreasing the storm initiation values only in a forecaster-selected region of the domain using a ''polygon'' tool. A boundary can be entered on AWIPS either as a stationary feature or a feature set in motion. The boundary location is automatically updated by the system every 6 min, unless the forecaster modifies it. The forecaster can speed up or slow down the boundary motion, adjust the boundary orientation, enter additional boundaries, and delete boundaries. The boundary locations can be superimposed onto any of the AWIPS fields.
The ANC allows the forecaster to select the dominant weather regime expected to impact the WFO County Warning Area (CWA) during the day or evening. In collaboration with the FWD forecasters, predictors for seven weather regimes have been established representing the modes of convective triggering that commonly occur in Texas: cold fronts, drylines, pulse storms (air masses), stationary/warm fronts, mesoscale convective systems (MCSs), mixed, and no storms regimes. Each regime has a specific set of membership functions and weights that have been tuned for the area using cases identified by the FWD staff. The forecaster can change the regime selection in the ANC whenever desired. During a transition in weather regimes, the forecaster typically would change the regime from the current setting to another specific regime. Mixed regime was generally selected when there is no dominant synoptic setup. During 2008-09, the mixed regime was always run concurrently with the forecaster-selected regime. Choosing an inappropriate regime for the given synoptic situation could lead to incorrect storm initiation nowcasts as the regime predictor fields may have no relevance to the current synoptic setup. For example, choosing the MCS regime, which places lower weights on boundary predictor fields as elevated convection and storm advection dominate under this weather pattern, will result in missed detections if the weather is actually being triggered by surface boundaries (e.g., a cold front). Although it would be ideal to automate the process of regime identification, currently no such algorithms exist because of the complexity in weather patterns and processes. Nelson et al. (2008) provide additional details on these regimes. The storm initiation likelihood fields for dryline and pulse storm regimes are shown in Figs. 3a,b for two different days illustrating the marked difference due to the different surface-based lifting mechanisms and environmental conditions.
To monitor the atmospheric environment and potential instability, the ANC uses the operational Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) model analysis and 1-h forecast fields as input in producing the nowcasts (see Table 1 ). Situations often arise in which the RUC CAPE and CIN stability fields will either substantially underestimate or overestimate the amount of stability in the atmosphere; that is, the model is running ''cold'' or ''hot,'' respectively. This can significantly impact the magnitude of 
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interest values throughout the domain in the storm initiation likelihood field. On ''cold'' days, it may be impossible for the ANC system to produce a nowcast for new convection, even if a forecaster has entered a convergence boundary into the system. The forecaster is provided with a tool to nudge the interest values to a more appropriate level, based on the forecaster awareness of the conditions on that day. Figures 3c,d illustrate the impact of applying a nudge to the field. Ultimately, the intent in using these tools is to improve the products distributed to the end user.
b. Operational methodology: Daily routine
All forecasters were trained on the system and the AWIPS-ANC tools by the ANC focal point forecaster at the WFO. The short-term forecaster on duty was tasked with the primary responsibility for interaction with the ANC system during shift operations. Table 2 lists the operational scenario, as documented by the FWD Scientific Operations Officer (SOO), for daily interaction with the AWIPS-ANC system. Immediately following forecaster interaction with the system, the ANC ingests any new boundary locations, automatically extrapolating boundaries to the 60-min forecast time and producing nowcast products every 6 min. The system is optimized to streamline and minimize the amount of time a forecaster needs to interact with the system as it produces frequently updated, gridded nowcast products for use by aviation and other end users (see items 6 and 7 in Table 2 ). Meteorologists at the Fort Worth CWSU can view the ANC product fields in real time via a dedicated web page that displays the fields shown in Fig. 1 and is updated every 6 min with new images. Figure 4 illustrates the substantial increase in NWS forecaster interaction with the ANC system following the installation of the ANC tools and fields on AWIPS in 2008. Prior to 2008, forecasters were not comfortable with using the different, unfamiliar ANC display system and, in an independent survey of the FWD forecasters conducted by Roberts and Cheatwood-Harris (2010) , forecasters stated that ''the AWIPS interface was easier to use and the tools for drawing and altering boundary shape were easiest to use.'' Figure 5 shows the frequency of regime selection for 2007-09. Cold fronts were by far the most frequent trigger for convective weather in the Dallas-Fort Worth area annually. The mixed regime was often selected, as forecasters were advised during training to select this option when more than one regime is expected to affect the area. Vigorous to severe convection initiated frequently along drylines, but primarily during the spring season. Both surface-based and elevated convective initiation (convection arising On a shift with convective weather 1) Short-term forecaster arrives on shift and receives shift briefing from outgoing short-term forecaster 2) Within first hour, decide on which regime setting is most appropriate for the day and activate this regime 3) Using satellite data, surface observations, and other datasets, determine location of surface boundaries across the forecast area; remove any invalid boundaries and enter new boundaries in the ANC system; the boundaries may be stationary or assigned a movement 4) Monitor ANC output, including initiation fields and growth and decay (GD) component fields 5) Based on ANC output, make adjustments to algorithm settings as needed; the algorithm settings control the sensitivity of the ANC ''initiation'' fields and ''GD'' fields; use nudging and polygon editors to increase or decrease ANC initiation output values as needed 6) Consider using ANC output for forecast products such as TAFs, NOWs, AFDs, and AWUs 7) If ANC is forecasting convective initiation near a major airport (e.g., DFW), coordinate with CWSU as needed to discuss the forecast and timing 8) Continue monitoring the mesoscale environment; make appropriate adjustments to locations of ANC boundaries and polygon settings; consider changing regime setting as necessary On a shift without convective weather 1) Same as step 1 above 2) Since no convection is expected, choose the ''no storms expected'' regime setting in ANC 3) Remove any invalid surface boundaries in the ANC system FIG. 4. Annual frequency of NWS forecaster interaction with the ANC system for forecaster-entered convergence boundaries.
from non-surface-based triggering) often occurred during MCS and warm front events. Roughly 50% of all of the convective initiation that occurs over the southern Great Plains is elevated convection (Wilson and Roberts 2006) ; the ANC system does not currently handle this challenging problem of providing location-specific nowcasts of new elevated convection and is only able to provide extrapolation-based nowcasts under these weather scenarios. Table 3 provides detail on forecaster interaction with the ANC system for 44 different days of active weather during the period from 2006 to 2009. Because the FOTL-ANC has been running year round, this subset of cases was selected to illustrate a spectrum of weather events, regimes, frequency of boundaries entered, and the general impact of forecaster interaction with the system. Data from 4 July 2006 are presented in Fig. 6 to illustrate a typical day of forecaster interaction with the ANC system. On 4 July, the forecaster had three interactions with the system (Table 3 ) in addition to monitoring the system periodically during his or her shift and setting the system in the cold front regime. At 1921 UTC 3 (Fig. 6a) , several storms were already present within the forecast domain. The ANC storm initiation nowcast field (Fig. 6b) , without any forecaster interaction up to that point, was indicating the likelihood for initiation to occur in the southern-central portion of the domain (pink areas; init1 level) ahead of the existing storms. No boundary associated with the cold front had been entered yet by the forecaster. One hour later at 2009 UTC the forecaster entered a stationary convergence boundary. The impact of this boundary on the system can be seen in Fig. 6c at 2021 UTC where nowcasts for new storm initiation extend farther to the north in advance of the leading edge of the existing convection and with significantly higher likelihood (darker pink shades) for new storms in the vicinity of the convergence boundary. At 2111 UTC the forecaster used the AWIPS tools to enter an updated boundary location and set it in motion. By 2121 UTC (Fig. 6d) , the FOTL-ANC system produced nowcasts of even higher likelihood for storms in association with the moving boundary.
The contoured location of the 35-dBZ storms at a nowcast valid time 60 min later are also shown in Figs. 6b-d. Visually, the convective storm initiation nowcast field seems to be doing a good job of pinpointing specific locations where convection will likely be occurring. Only a few missed forecasts exist in those areas of the storm initiation field where interest values were just below the nowcast threshold (light green regions of 0.6 interest values); at subsequent times, these areas gained heightened interest (cf. Figs. 6b,c) when the boundary was added into the forecast. Although the boundary was entered after some storms had already formed, the forecaster interaction appears to have had a positive impact on focusing the interest to regions with active convection.
Evaluation of the FOTL-ANC system
There has always been a disparity between visual assessments and the statistical evaluation of forecasts. Forecasts that may look quite good visually as in 4 July 2006 may not always result in high values of categorical verification scores that are typical metrics of performance for deterministic forecasts. This disparity results in part from the high sensitivity of these scores to small errors in location or timing and in part from the aggregations of areas that are convectively active with areas that are relatively inactive. After first trying conventional approaches to evaluate the nowcasts, we embarked on two new approaches for computing the categorical verification scores that are described below.
a. Conventional evaluation and verification data
The FOTL-ANC nowcast domain, with a grid resolution of 2 km, is centered over the FWD CWA and extends ;200 km beyond the CWA in all directions, making it possible to track weather propagating into the verification domain (see Fig. 1a ). Conventional verification using contingency table verification statistics (Fig. 7) such as probability of detection (POD), false-alarm ratio (FAR), critical success index (CSI), success ratio, and bias were computed using the equations presented in Wilks (2006) . Verification was conducted using a gridpoint to gridpoint comparison of FOTL-ANC deterministic nowcasts with the predictand (i.e., the FIG. 5 . Annual frequency of regime activation by the forecaster on duty during the latter 3-yr period of the FOTL demonstration for the seven regime settings in the ANC: cold front, CF; warm front, WF; dryline, DL; mixed, MX; MCS; pulse storms, PS; or no storms, NS. Fig. 9c, on 4 Jul 2006, the number of positive occurrences of ΔCSI is 64; the number of negative ΔCSI's is 16. d The qualitative, combined assessment is based on performance observed in histogram plots, performance diagrams, and daily summaries. e Boundaries were also entered in a postanalysis tool designed to simulate real time to assess impact of ''dedicated'' forecaster interaction with the ANC system.
occurrence of radar reflectivity echoes $35 dBZ). No relaxation or smoothing was applied to either the forecast or observed field. Thus, nowcasts of storm initiation and storm extrapolation must line up perfectly with the predictand 60 min later for a successful forecast. This is much more challenging for storm initiation nowcasts, considering that the storm initiation nowcast is specifying a precise timing and location for a storm that does not currently exist, in contrast to extrapolation of existing storms, which are more likely to line up with at least some portion of the actual storm location 60 min later.
Ideally it is desirable to evaluate both the convective storm initiation nowcast and the final convective storm nowcast fields. However, historically it has been very difficult to obtain a comprehensive verification dataset (''truth'') that accurately distinguishes between initiated and existing convective storms due to the complex weather interactions and weather patterns that occur on the convective scale such as 1) new convective development on the leading edge of existing convection, as observed with multicellular storms and squall lines; 2) secondary convective storm initiation arising from the collision of outflows from two nearby storms leading to one large area of .35-dBZ echo with embedded cores; 3) new convective storms embedded within existing stratiform precipitation; 4) storms that form along the flanking line of existing lines of convection; and 5) enhancement of existing weak storms into vigorous convective storms due to extra lift provided by passage of a gust front. To produce a truth dataset that includes only newly initiated storms would involve the use of a human to tag every storm as new or existing and this would still fail to handle new embedded convection. Thus, we are limited to using the radar reflectivity data 60 min after nowcast time, which includes a mix of both initiated and existing storms, to evaluate the performance of the final convective storm nowcast field.
The following approach was taken to compare the different nowcast fields. Figure 8 compares simple persistence and storm extrapolations 4 nowcasts to the FOTL-ANC storm initiation and growth-decay (GD) nowcasts using different initiation thresholds (init1, init2, init3). The time series graphs as shown in Fig. 8 were produced every day during the FOTL demonstration. In this stepwise approach, the performance of the FOTL-ANC GD nowcasts (which includes forecaster-entered boundaries but not the initiation component of the nowcast) was compared to the performance of the extrapolation nowcasts and persistence. For the majority of the FOTL days, the GD nowcasts usually showed very similar performance to the extrapolation curve with small variations observed due to the effects of the convergence boundary(s) on increasing or decreasing the spatial dimensions of the extrapolated storms compared to the Thunderstorm Identification Tracking Analysis and Nowcasting (TITAN) extrapolated storms. The differences observed by comparing the performance of the FOTL-ANC final convective storm nowcasts (e.g., init1 in Fig. 8 ), which include both the initiation and GD components of the nowcast, with the GD and extrapolation (both represented by gray curve in Fig. 8 ) nowcasts are mostly a direct result of the impact of forecaster-entered boundaries on the storm initiation component of the nowcast. In section 4b, these comparisons are taken one step further by removing boundaries from the initiation component of the FOTL-ANC nowcast to examine the human versus no-human nowcasts.
In Fig. 8 Because the GD and extrapolation verification curves are so similar, higher values of POD and bias are likely attributable to increases in performance associated with the convective initiation portion of the nowcast. However, convective initiation nowcasts represent a significantly small fraction of events [i.e., they are ''rare'' events in comparison to the large number of storm extrapolation forecasts; Roberts et al. (2007) ]. Assessment of skill is problematic because of the rarity of such events (Stephenson et al. 2008) . As the day progresses, it is difficult to discern any appreciable difference in CSI values between the different techniques because storm extrapolation nowcasts dominate the statistics over the ANC domain where many storms exist simultaneously.
b. Verification over spatial subdomain regions
Conventional evaluation techniques are quite limited in their inability to measure and represent the spatial correlations between the nowcasts and precipitation fields; moreover, it is very difficult to interpret these traditional verification results in a physically meaningful way. Recently, new verification approaches have been developed that account for the spatial attributes and the scale of the phenomena being forecast and evaluated. These approaches are summarized in Casati et al. (2008) and include object-based approaches (Ebert and McBride 2000; Davis et al. 2006a,b) , scale decomposition and intensity-scale verification (Casati et al. 2004) , and neighborhood-based (fuzzy) verification (Roberts and Lean 2008; Ebert 2008; Marsigli et al. 2008 ). The approach taken here is to evaluate performance on the scale being nowcast, the convective scale, by dividing the ANC verification region into 18 latitude 3 18 longitude subdomain boxes (30 boxes) as shown in Fig. 6 . One can 4 Storm extrapolation nowcasts of existing storms are obtained using the radar-based TITAN (Dixon and Wiener 1993) algorithm. Storm extrapolation and persistence are the typical benchmark nowcasts against which all other short-term precipitation nowcasts are compared (e.g., Mueller et al. 2003; Ebert et al. 2004 Wilson et al. 2004; Saxen et al. 2008) . view this as a single layer of filtering of the data, as opposed to the multiscale decomposition techniques using wavelet analysis (Casati et al. 2004) or using the fractions skill score (FSS) approach to selectively determine the best spatial scale for evaluation of the forecasts (Roberts 2008) . For this study, a gridpoint-to-gridpoint comparison was still conducted within the subdomain boxes but it would be of interest to test a fuzzy verification technique in the future that would relax the requirement for exact matches between the nowcasts and the observations (Ebert 2008) .
For a more meaningful evaluation of FOTL performance, we have chosen to focus our evaluation on regions where forecaster involvement would have had the largest impact on the ANC nowcasts (i.e., to those subdomain boxes in which a convergence boundary was resident over a period of time). Time series plots of CSI values for 4 July 2006 are shown in Fig. 9 for a selection of subdomains. The curves shown are for human versus no-human-based final convective storm nowcasts of the init2 level. Experience with the ANC system running at Dallas for 6 years has shown that the init2 level is the initiation threshold level that typically produces more accurate, site-specific nowcasts (Figs. 8a,c) . The init1 level has generally been viewed as the very lowest likelihood for any new convection to occur somewhere in that region and thus the forecast areas (as seen in Fig.  6c ) tend to extend over larger regions to capture the scattered convection, often resulting in nowcasts with larger false alarms and bias values (see Figs. 8b,d) . The black dashed lines in Fig. 9 bound the time period when the boundary is located within and affecting one-fifth of the area within that subdomain box. Specifically, this indicates the area where over one-fifth of the grid points in the subdomain reside within boundary-produced interest fields that envelop a boundary [i.e., within the gridded ''lifting zone'' defined by the ANC system; see Mueller et al. (2003) ].
Within these smaller domains, the change in performance of the final convective storm nowcasts is much more evident, with relatively large increases of 0.1-0.2 observed in the CSI scores after the forecaster entered the convergence boundary into the ANC system. Increases of ;0.2 in the CSI scores (Figs. 9b,d) were not evident in the full domain statistics (Figs. 8c) for the same time periods. Experience has shown that increases of this magnitude in the performance of automated convective storm nowcasting systems have been difficult to demonstrate with traditional approaches even when visual inspection of the forecasts suggests otherwise. Following the period of storm initiation, smaller increases in the CSI values are observed in the FOTL-ANC (human) scores compared to the ANC (no human) 5 and storm extrapolation scores. These modest improvements are a direct result of convergence boundary information being included in the GD component of the final convective storm nowcast field (Mueller et al. 2003) . The corresponding POD and FAR time series plots (not shown) showed that the POD scores increased and FAR scores changed very little between the FOTL-ANC and ANC nowcasts, resulting in the larger CSI scores for FOTL-ANC nowcasts.
It is informative to sum up the statistics from all of the individual subdomain boxes over the duration of the weather event (10 h on 4 July 2006; see Table 3 ) to evaluate the overall performance in storm initiation, growth, and decay nowcasting when forecaster-entered boundaries were included in the ANC process. Summary histograms are shown in Fig. 10 . Positive (negative) changes represent increases (decreases) in the accuracy of ANC nowcasts when forecaster input is included. Most of the values fall within the zero (no change) category, but when there were changes, they mainly landed on the improvement side (POD, CSI) or were evenly split between positive and negative changes (FAR). As we will see later for another day, a larger negative impact can result if the forecaster does not periodically update the location of a stationary or moving boundary.
Initiation likelihood regions along boundaries tend to be larger than the size of individual storms; thus, bias values .1 are observed and the change in bias values end up being mostly positive, which is not ideal statistically because it represents an overforecasting of the area. However, higher PODs and higher bias values may be acceptable to an aviation end user if their greater need is to be forewarned that they will encounter convective storms at some point along their flight path. The large number of time periods clustered at zero (no change) in Fig. 10 is dominated by the correct ''no'' category; that is, the correct nowcasts for no storms.
c. Performance diagrams
An instrumental new graphic for visually representing several measures of forecast quality (POD, success ratio, CSI, bias) in the same plot (Roebber 2009; C. Wilson 2008, personal communication) has been employed in this study to summarize the FOTL-ANC performance and spatial variability across the subdomains for each of the days in Table 3 . These performance diagrams are based on mathematical relationships (Roebber 2009 ) among the scores presented in Fig. 7 and they provide an easy way to visually compare the performance of different forecasts using multiple verification measures. Figure 11a shows the performance measures for all of the subdomain boxes (color coded) for the duration of the cold front event on 4 July 2006. Triangular icons represent FOTL-ANC nowcasts, circular icons represent ANC nowcasts, and the dark gray lines connect icons for the same subdomain box. The size of the icon is scaled based on the following relation, (a 1 b 1 c) (a 1  b 1 c 1 d) 21 , using contingency table values (Fig. 7) .
Applying this factor, larger icons represent subregions with a larger proportion of forecasted events (hits, misses, and false alarms) compared to null values (d); thus, the size of the icons provides a graphical scaling of the amount of weather occurring within each subdomain box. Figure 11a shows that for most of the subdomains there is some small improvement in the nowcasts due to forecaster input but a substantial clustering of the results over a small range of statistical measures. However, by excluding subdomains that did not have convergence boundaries present within those regions, we are able to examine the forecaster's specific contribution to nowcast performance within the remaining subdomains and confined to the specific time periods where their actions had the most impact. Figure  11b shows this subset of subdomains and the associated icons now represent the forecasts only for those time periods when a boundary was present in the subdomain. Thus, the change in location from Fig. 11a to Fig. 11b of the subset of icons represents the change in the statistics associated with nowcasts that are primarily boundaryinfluenced, storm-initiation nowcasts. Figure 11b dramatically shows large increases in POD values and an average increase in CSI values in the range of 0.1-0.2 between the FOTL-ANC and ANC nowcasts (e.g., box 43), while the success ratio (1 2 FAR) remains fairly constant. The shaded area in the upper right-hand corner of Fig. 11 represents the ideal level of statistical performance (C. Wilson 2008, personal communication) and examination of the improved performance observed in Fig. 11b indicates the FOTL-ANC skill is headed in the right direction. We also see the spatial variability in performance represented by each triangle-circle pair as the forecaster-entered convergence boundary moved through the various subdomain regions. All but three of the subdomain pairs show increased performance with the FOTL-ANC nowcasts. One exception is box 53 (purple), which is characterized by a slight decrease in CSI resulting from a decrease in success ratio and an increase in bias, due to too large an area being nowcast for storm initiation within this subdomain.
The verification scores improved when the forecaster entered convergence boundaries primarily because the storm initiation component of the ANC captured regions where storm initiation was occurring and existing storm persisted. As explained in section 4a, it is not possible to objectively specify how much of the improvement results from successfully nowcasting initiation. However, visual inspection of many of the cases indicates that successfully nowcasting the initiation played a significant role in improving the nowcasts; this was particularly obvious during the diurnal onset of convective storm development.
Nowcast verification results
In this section, verification results for a spectrum of nine additional cases covering six different weather regimes are presented. They were selected as a cross section of cases occurring over a 4-yr period when forecasters had entered boundaries.
On 27 August 2006, the mixed regime was activated and the forecaster entered one moving boundarya cold front (Fig. 12a) , that moved throughout the domain during the afternoon. The performance diagram (Fig. 12b) is similar to that of 4 July (Fig. 11b) . What is more dramatic here is the large CSI improvement observed in the instantaneous values of the subdomain time series plots (Figs. 12c-f ) that are not as evident in the average values (over the duration of the event) shown in Fig. 12b . FOTL-ANC CSI values increased to 0.3-0.5 over values of ANC that ranged from near zero to 0.1 in magnitude. Large jumps in the FOTL-ANC CSI curves were observed early, indicating that the forecaster-entered boundary was the primary contributor to accurately nowcasting the start of predominantly new convection in subdomains 11, 21, and 22 (e.g., at 1900 UTC in Fig. 12c , at 2100 UTC in Fig.  12d , and at 1830 UTC in Fig. 12e ) and the sole reason for accurate prediction of new convection validating at 2300 UTC in Figs. 12c,d, and at 1930 UTC in Figs. 12e ,f, as the ANC system did not issue nowcasts of convective storms and no extrapolation nowcasts were made due to the lack of any prior convection (verified by visual inspection). Figure 13 shows the performance diagrams for four days in 2007 associated with dryline, pulse, and mixed regimes. On 24 April, the forecaster entered a stationary dryline early in the day and then set it in motion once the dryline was observed moving eastward toward the CWA in the afternoon (Fig. 3a) . In contrast to the other regimes, the dryline regime includes three additional predictor fields optimized to focus attention and higher interest along the dryline as can be seen in the storm initiation nowcast field in Fig. 3a . These narrow regions along both sides of the dryline are where convection often initiates. Thus, it becomes more critical that the forecaster locate and enter the position of the dryline as accurately as possible. The performance diagram in Fig.  13a illustrates only modest improvement in FOTL-ANC statistical measures over the ANC measures. This is likely because of timing and placement inaccuracies in the entered location of the dryline. The dryline often sets up in western Texas in regions where there are not a sufficient number of surface observations available to accurately pinpoint its precise location. Under the pulse regime, convection is locally driven through surface heating. Any outflow boundaries present are usually produced by single storms with outflows sometimes merging with other storm gust fronts to become a larger, mesoscale boundary. In discussions with the WFO, it was agreed that forecasters would not enter boundary locations for the storm-scale gust fronts on pulse-storm days; they would only enter the larger-scale outflow boundaries if present. Under the pulse regime, it is generally difficult for the forecaster to improve over the ANC system unless a boundary is entered into the system. On 12 May, the convective storm initiation nowcast field (Fig. 3b) has the popcornlike appearance similar to the type of convection that actually results. On this day, the forecaster did enter two small-scale outflows (Table 3 ) and the performance diagram (Fig. 13b) highlights the modest improvement in the POD (similar to Fig. 13a) for the small number of subdomains impacted.
Two days under the mixed regime are also shown in Figs. 13c,d . It is evident that the performance for 8 October (Fig. 13d) was quite good. Detailed time series plots and the storm initiation likelihood for this field are presented in Fig. 14 . The time series plots show even larger changes in CSI from near 0 [for ANC and for extrapolation (Extrap)] to 0.4 (FOTL-ANC) in Fig. 14c from 2100 to 2200 UTC. In contrast, the changes in POD and CSI for 1 August (Fig. 13c) are much smaller. A comparison of the weather on these two days showed that most of convective weather occurring on 8 October was associated with a solitary cold frontal boundary moving south through the ANC domain while the convection on 1 August was triggered by two boundaries within the domain. As seen in Table 3 , forecaster performance in entering the boundaries on 1 August was mixed; one boundary ran N-S throughout the domain and was a good representation of the large-scale convergence in that area while the second moving boundary was set in motion with too high a speed and created some false-alarm nowcasts and several missed nowcasts. 
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Many more missed nowcasts occurred on 1 August compared with 8 October and account for the poorer performance of the nowcast observed in Fig. 13c . As mentioned in section 3b, MCSs occur frequently in Texas but convergence boundaries are just one of several trigger mechanisms that will produce the widespread, intense convection characteristic of an MCS regime. The storm initiation nowcast field and performance diagram for an MCS case on 30 July 2008 are shown in Fig. 15 . Figure 15b shows limited involvement of the forecaster entering and modifying the boundaries. Only a few of the subdomain boxes were affected by the entered boundaries and a modest increase in performance was observed in those regions.
The performance diagram for one of the few warm front regime cases on 25 March 2009 has fairly reasonable results (Figs. 15c,d ). CSI scores (0.2-0.3) were higher overall for both FOTL-ANC and ANC systems compared to the MCS case in Fig. 15b . As can be seen in Fig. 15c , widespread convection occurred not only along the frontal boundary but well north of the frontal location as southeasterly flow overran the front and produced large regions of elevated convection. With such widespread echo over a large portion of the ANC domain, it is understandable that the performance scores will be higher as many of the nowcasts will validate. A better methodology than gridpoint-to-gridpoint processing of predictor fields would be desirable to handle the broad spatial triggering of warm frontal and elevated convection.
On 10 June 2009, the forecaster selected the cold front regime and entered the cold front as a moving boundary into the ANC system. Unquestionably, this was one of the best cases of the 2009 season, as can be seen in Fig. 16b by the marked increases in the CSI, success ratio, and POD values evident, as well as the movement of the overall performance toward the upper-right corner of the plot. Average CSI values within some of the subdomains jumped from ;0.2 to almost 0.6 for the FOTL-ANC nowcasts, POD values jumped up to 0.7-0.8, success ratios increased, and smaller increases in bias values were observed compared with other days. Figure  16 presents a dramatic contrast to another cold front case on 6 October 2009 (Fig. 17) , when a cold front entered the ANC domain early in the morning initiating intense convection as early as 0800 UTC. A moving boundary was not entered until 1526 UTC, after a change in shift had occurred and the short-term forecaster had time to enter the boundary. (Note, for the FOTL demonstration, boundary entry was optional for the midnight shift forecaster.) Figure 17 shows the convective storm initiation nowcast fields prior to and after the moving boundary was entered, as well as the performance diagram for this case. Figure 17a shows the ANC system highlighting areas for potential convection in the region where the front was actually located (based on surface observations) at 1418 UTC. The problem with the boundary entered an hour later was that it was set in motion at too fast a speed and produced nowcasts ;80 km to the southeast of where convection actually occurred (Fig. 17b) . The performance diagram (Fig. 17c) reflects this with several subdomains showing decreases in success ratio values due to the solid region of falsealarm nowcasts. The delta-CSI histogram plots also showed a similar result with more negative delta-CSI values than positive (Table 3) .
For most of the cases listed in Table 3 , the forecaster involvement in entering convergence boundaries resulted in improvement of the nowcast performance or caused no degradation in performance (i.e., ''no change''). But there were specific cases in which negative changes in performance occurred, as discussed above, and these cases were typically associated with the forecaster not monitoring the system closely enough to notice a problem with either the boundary location or motion. Table 3 shows for 6 October that the combined assessment of performance was classified as negative; this was one of the few completely negative FOTL-ANC cases. When intense weather is under way, as on 6 October 2009, the short-term forecaster will typically need to switch over to more pressing tasks and produce storm area updates and thunderstorm warnings, and consider the potential for severe weather. In these situations, based on discussions with WFO staff, the AWIPS-ANC prototype system was designed to allow the short-term forecaster to hand off boundary-entry responsibility to someone else in the forecast office (e.g., long-range forecaster) during severe weather events.
The performance diagram can also be used to summarize skill over multiple days and years, as well as seasonally and based on weather regime. Figure 18 shows a summary of the performance of nowcasts for all subdomains with forecaster involvement, stratified by weather regime. Under most regimes there is a spectrum of performance; nowcast performance was not noticeably better for one particular weather regime versus another. The pulse regime showed the least skill, due to the difficulty in being able to predict the smallscale, primarily thermally driven, short-lived storms. Summary diagrams such as this provide important feedback on how to improve a particular set of nowcasts or improve the system as a whole.
Summary and discussion
Historically, it has been challenging to show increased skill in the automated prediction of convective storms as the convection typically forms over small spatial scales, and offsets in time or location can affect the forecast skill significantly. Also, the large number of storms and the variability of weather across the domain hamper our ability to obtain the desired signals out of summary statistics. A primary motivation for conducting the FOTL demonstration at the FWD WFO for 6 yr was to assess the benefit gained by having forecasters provide input into the FOTL-ANC system and to evaluate their impact on nowcast skill. The forecasters' primary role was to select the daily weather regimes, enter convergence boundaries, monitor the system, and adjust the boundaries as needed. Forecaster input into a mostly automated system created an additional challenge to separate and evaluate their specific contributions toward the accuracy of the nowcasts.
The verification domain was divided into subdomains to better represent the convective scale being nowcast. On the subdomain scale, distinct differences in performance between the FOTL-ANC, ANC, and storm extrapolation nowcasts became evident during the early stages of convective activity. Marked increases in POD and CSI values were observed in time series plots for FOTL-ANC nowcasts compared with POD and CSI values for ANC and for storm extrapolation nowcasts. Performance diagrams were employed to plot the statistical measures used in this study, for each subdomain, as one point on a graph. These diagrams were extremely useful in summarizing the overall nowcast performance for the duration of a convective weather event both with and without the forecaster over the loop and also in documenting the spatial variability of performance. By excluding those subdomains that did not include a forecaster-entered convergence boundary, we were able to examine the direct impact of the forecaster on the system for those time periods and locations where the forecaster-identified boundary was affecting convective storm initiation and evolution. Using these approaches provided solutions for the challenges cited above and enabled us to determine the specific performance and skill associated with nowcasting convective storms both with and without forecaster input. Figure 19 provides an overall summary of the nowcast performance of the 44 FOTL-ANC cases listed in Table  3 , stratified by year, and for all subdomains with forecaster involvement. Improvement in the CSI scores was observed, with most of the events listed in Table 3 associated with forecaster involvement with the ANC system and with daily cumulative CSI scores of 0.1-0.4 observed. However, for individual subdomains and at specific time periods, much larger CSI skill scores ranging from 0.2 to 0.6 were observed with the FOTL-ANC nowcasts compared to the ANC and storm extrapolation nowcasts. The large increases in CSI scores shown in this study were directly related to the large positive change in POD values (20%-60%) and, implicitly, the reduction in missed nowcasts. By entering a convergence boundary, the forecaster is creating higher interest and focusing on a region surrounding the boundary location where surface triggering may lead to storm initiation and enhanced storm growth. It is no surprise then that the POD values should increase with this broader region of interest, nor that bias values got larger for the FOTL-ANC nowcasts. What is surprising and significant is that the magnitude of the FAR values changed very little in a comparison of the two systems while CSI values increased. This suggests that the correct entry and positioning of convergence boundaries are paramount in accurately nowcasting convective storms and minimizing false alarms. Thus, a true improvement of the nowcast performance was achieved through forecaster involvement in the production of rapidly updated, high-resolution nowcast products.
We believe that a significant portion of the improvement in accuracy was the result of the FOTL-ANC successfully nowcasting storm initiation in the vicinity of the forecaster-entered convergence boundaries. Although we cannot confirm this objectively due to the mixture of newly initiated and existing storms in the verification dataset, forecaster observations and visual inspection of the data do suggest that prediction of the initiation is the main factor. There is a definite need to identify methods of isolating new storms from evolving convection in order to perform a definitive evaluation.
Mass (2003) has stated ''the greatest failure of the weather forecasting enterprise in the U.S. is its inability to provide the public with detailed information regarding local weather features and their expected evolution during the next few hours.'' The 6-yr FOTL demonstration has successfully shown that forecasters can improve the quality of automated, high-resolution, gridded storm initiation and storm evolution nowcasts and that forecasters can and should play an important role in nowcasting in a future where automated forecast processes will increasingly become the norm and be required for operational efficiency (e.g., NextGen automated, gridded, weather products). And although it may seem like computer algorithms should now be able to automatically identify convergence boundaries and determine the weather regime and corresponding set of fuzzy logic for that regime, data voids, the lack of sufficient observations, and the complexity involved with automatically classifying weather patterns ensure that forecasters will be needed to oversee the production of accurate, short-term nowcasts for an end user for some time to come.
The NWS WFOs are already involved in producing NOWs (short-term forecasts). However, for optimal utility of forecaster-computer systems, defining the familiarity and fit of the forecaster-computer mix within their concept of operations is more important than a technology improvement (Dave Sharp, SOO, Melbourne, Florida, WFO, 2009, personal communication) . Installation of a computer software application or forecast guidance tool at a WFO can be achieved in a fairly FIG. 18 . Performance diagram for all cases in Table 3 , color coded by regime. Each color-coded square represents the performance of a subdomain with forecaster involvement (FOTL-ANC nowcasts using the init2 level) under that particular regime. For those cases that had multiple regime changes, additional squares have been added showing the performance of those subdomains under each regime on that day.
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straightforward manner, but if the forecaster does not see how to incorporate and utilize this technology in daily operations to improve their forecasts, there is no benefit gained from the computer-forecaster system. This would be analogous to installing dual-polarization radar capability on the WSR-88Ds, but the forecasters not having the knowledge of how to incorporate these fields in producing their forecasts. These were perhaps the biggest hurdles initially at the FWD WFO: gaining familiarity and defining responsibilities and operational involvement with the ANC system, and fitting this extra effort into their ever-expanding workload. An interesting outcome from this demonstration was the exploratory work by Ted Ryan (forecaster, FWD WFO, 2009, personal communication) on ingesting gridded radar, surface station observations and other observational fields into the Gridded Forecast Editor (GFE) of the Interactive Forecast Preparation System (IFPS) for generating exploratory short-term severe weather forecasts. This looks very promising as an approach for disseminating gridded nowcast products to the public via the National Digital Forecast Database (NDFD) and addressing the need for the public to have access to detailed short-term nowcasts (Mass 2003) .
The verification results presented here are positive, illustrating that the performance of automated nowcast products can be improved with forecaster involvement. However, the nowcast products are far from perfect, even with forecaster involvement, as forecasters were quick to comment on in the 2009 FWD WFO survey on the FOTL-ANC demonstration (Roberts and Cheatwood-Harris 2010) . This can be seen in Fig. 19 , which shows that the FOTL-ANC system generally underforecast areas of convective activity (bias , 1) and missed forecasting the full extent of the new convection. Forecasters felt that the system performed best under situations of strong low-level forcing along drylines and cold fronts, and performed poorly under convection driven by solar FIG. 19 . Performance diagrams for all cases listed in Table 3 , plotted by year. Each square represents the performance of a subdomain with forecaster involvement (FOTL-ANC nowcasts using the init2 level).
heating and elevated or weakly forced convection in the vicinity of warm fronts. This is consistent with the discussion of the ANC regimes and performance in sections 3b, 4, and 5. The ANC system was not designed to nowcast elevated convection, which occurs ;50% of the time over the southern Great Plains (Wilson and Roberts 2006) . Forecasters also felt it would be desirable to have the ANC produce probabilistic nowcasts to provide confidence intervals and measures of uncertainty in the forecasts; efforts in this area are already under way. In the future, additional thought needs to be given on how to best utilize the forecaster's wealth of experience and skill in improving forecaster-computer techniques for nowcasting high-impact weather and disseminating rapidly updated products to end users.
